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Ruth Coleman-Taylor
LIBERAL DEMOCRAT

After a successful career in teaching
Ruth to moved into local government
so that she could spearhead the issues
that she cares about.
Ruth's support for environmental
issues means that as Wolverhampton
South East's MP she would seek to
protect the green belt and is fully
behind the save the Seven Cornfields
campaign.
Ruth said; "The climate crisis is one of
the most important issues to face the
country after all we only have one
planet. "
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3 great reasons to vote Ruth Coleman-Taylor
Backs the Stop the Seven Cornfields Development campaign.
16 years as a councillor, including 7 as council leader.
Will fight for more resources for New Cross Hospital and the NHS.
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STOP BREXIT. BUILD A BRIGHTER FUTURE

Vote Liberal Democrat

BREXIT: make it stop!
The Lib Dems believe that remaining in the EU is vital for peace, freedom and prosperity. We will never stop
fighting for Britain’s place in Europe. Boris Johnson’s
‘deal’ only covers withdrawal, it will not end arguments
over tariffs, or access for Trump’s USA to NHS contracts.
Labour are split. If Jo Swinson wins a majority we will
cancel Brexit, if not we will press for a referendum.

A fairer Britain

Practical &
The Lib Dems want drastic climate
action. CO2 emissions must fall
to net zero by 2045. Renewables
should generate 80% of electricity
by 2030. Low income homes
should all be insulated by 2025.

Britain has become a divided, unfair society.
We need an MP who will fight to end decades of
unfair funding for schools, NHS and public
services in our region. Jo Swinson and the Lib
Dems want an economy that works for all, not
just the rich. We’ll recruit 20,000 teachers as part
of an extra £10bn a
year for schools. We
want free childcare
from 9 months and
£10,000 for every
adult to spend on
skills and training.

“The Liberal Democrats exist to
create a fair, free and OPEN
society, where no-one is
enslaved by poverty, ignorance
or conformity.”

Join us.
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